










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Message of Lewis Carroll in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland
A Sociological Analysis of the Economic Crisis of 2008: The Reasons Why Extreme 
Nationalism Did Not Emerge
A Study of the Creative Prejudices of W. B.Yeats
How Have Changes in Marriage Affected People: A Case Study of Massachusetts —the 
First State to Legalize Same-Sex Marriage
On the Poster Design of Advertisement Based on Development of Commercialism from 
the Late Nineteenth Century to the Early Twentieth Century
Smoking Women in UK —Bridget Jones—
The Rise of Animal Protection in Victorian England
LOHAS in Britain with Special Reference to the Farmers’ Market
The Conceptual Metaphors for Cancer in American English, Japanese, and Thai
Shakespeare and Japanese Drama: A Cultural Comparison
Pride and Prejudice : Jane Austen’s Progressive and Conservative Minds
The Fallible Narrator of The Great Gatsby
The Transition of English Gentlemen in the Social and Literary Contexts, and Whether 
Gentlemen Exist or Not Today
Billy Elliot and the Cultural Shifts of the 1980s
The Metamorphosis of The Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde
The Transition of the National School Lunch Program
The Relationship between Poverty and Race Problems in the United States
American Myth of Owning “My Home”
Sears Roebuck in Feminism History
U. S. Foreign Policy after the Vietnam War
Barbie Culture and American Teens
Coffee Business and the Fair Trade in the United States
Why Does Prospero Change His Mind?
Women and Love in Shakespearean Plays with Special Reference to Romeo and Juliet
Why Did Bilingual Education in California Decline in the 1990s?
Hospice Care: A Case Study of the United States
Religion and Hamlet : A Fatal Duel
Beatrix Potter’s View of Life and Nature
Jesse Jackson and Barack Obama: The Transformation of the View on Presidential 
Elections from the 1980s to 2008
What Influences Expressions Related to Wine in English and Japanese, and Shochu in 
Japanese?
Beyond the Counterculture: How Vegetarianism Transforms in Contemporary History
The Privacy of the Soul in Virginia Woolf’s Mrs. Dalloway
Joseph Paxton’s Vision of Nature and Crystal Palace
矢 嶋 瑠 莉
齋　藤　麻衣子
中 村 詩 織
中 村 優 希
松 浦 有 希
的　埜　真美子











岩 佐 香 英
岩 崎 香 菜
岩 橋 紗 綾
岩 部 茉 穂
多和田　友　佳
梅 澤 菜 月
遠　藤　祐美子
大 井 千 枝
大　池　絵梨香
大 島 柚 衣
太 田 貴 恵
大 西 章 子





A New Feministic View of Doris Lessing in The Golden Notebook
Presentations about “Japan” in English Textbooks in Japan
The Symbiosis between Culture and Tourism in Hawaii
The Importance of Sugar in England
1950’s Stereotyped Womanhood as Represented in I Love Lucy
Sexual Identity and Feminine Language in Japanese and English as Seen in O-nee and 
Gay Language
Human Destiny in Lord of the Flies
The Concept of Marriage in Shakespeare
The Relationships between Aristocrats and Servants in a Country House
Shylock as a Tragic Hero
Debate on Dances with Wolves : The Film’s Influence on American Society
The Idea of Time in Japanese and English Time Expressions
The Life and Achievements of Margaret Hilda Thatcher
An Analysis of Comedy in Britain: Monty Python and Social Class in the 1960s and 1970s
The Potato Famine and the Response of the British Government and Philanthropic 
Organisations
The Three Images of “Caddy” in William Faulkner’s The Sound and the Fury
The Casino Business and Native Americans: A Case Study of the Pequots
Mr. Bean and the British Tradition of the Fools
Attitudes toward Beauty: A Comparison between English Women’s Fashion in the Nine-
teenth Century and in the Twentieth Century
In Which Situation Are Backchannels Used?: A Comparison of Backchannels in Japa-
nese and English
The Influence on Human Relationships of Ironic Expressions in English
What Drove Edna to Suicide: An Interpretation of Kate Chopin’s The Awakening
Gender-Related Messages in the Media: The Language of American and Japanese Women
A Comparison of Catchphrases in English and Japanese Advertisements
British Cathedrals and the Art of Lighting with Special Reference to Stained Glass
An Analysis of Present-day Expressions of Stance by Young American Women and Men
Swift’s Message on Society in Gulliver’s Travels : His Appeal to the People
British Festivals from the Pagan to the Multicultural
Code-Switching in the English Classroom by Japanese Students
The Progressive Aspect in English
Bram Stoker’s Dracula and the Collapse of English Imperialism
A Study of Political Satire in Animal Farm
Injured Royal Woman and the British Media: Caroline, Wallis, and Diana
A Comparison of Japanese and American Politeness Expressions in E-mail Exchanges 
among Friends
The Relation between Huck and Jim in Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Jokes and Their Elicitations in Media Interviews




小 野 麻 実
貝　谷　友香理
景　山　あゆみ
梶 田 麻 実
春 日 友 里
春 日 葉 子
加 藤 由 佳
金 森 悠 早
亀 田 英 里
河 合 萌 子
國　井　さやか
久 保 翔 子
窪　木　　　翠
久保山　　　緑
黒 崎 彩 乃
桑 原 美 季
幸　阪　英里奈
小　林　かおり
小 林 聡 子
近 谷 美 穂
今 野 亜 美
後 藤 萌 実
雑　賀　智恵美
酒 井 葉 子
坂 本 佳 菜
猿　渡　友美子
塩 田 友 果
塩　坪　絵里佳
七 倉 由 佳
渋 谷 友 香
清　水　さくら
清 水 優 子





The Invention of the Brass Band Tradition during the Industrial Revolution
Octavia Hill: Supporter of the Weaks’ Independence
Nineteenth-Century Values in Bram Stoker’s Dracula
On British Youth Unemployment and the Effects of New Labour Policy
Thomas Cook’s Idea of Entertainment
Peanuts Characters through the Women’s Movement
Humour and the Hierarchical Society in Twentieth Century England
Why Have Nursery Rhymes Been Loved by British People?
Usages of “Come” and “Go” in English and Japanese: The Concept of Homebase
The Change of Women’s Role in English Society from the Victorian Age to the Pres-
ent Day
A Study of Jane Eyre : A Governess’ View of Love
A Study of Persuasion in the Inaugural Addresses of U. S. Presidents
A Comparison of Japanese and American Style Changes in the Apology Speech Act 
among Friends
Adam Smith’s The Theory of Moral Sentiments and The Wealth of Nations
The Concept of Children’s Literature in Roald Dahl’s Charlie and the Chocolate Factory
Shakespeare’s Globe
Witchcraft and Women in Shakespeare
The Charms of the Magical World in Harry Potter
A Communicative Analysis of the Passive Construction in English
Jane Austen’s View of Marriage
Representing Authority: The Life and Images of Elizabeth I
A Study of Pronunciation of Japanese Mora by Some Native Speakers of Syllabic 
Languages
The End of Empire and The Remains of the Day
A Study of the Expressive Function of Onomatopoeia
“This” and “That”: The Differences of the Demonstrative Systems between Japanese 
and English
A Study of Stereotyped Features of American Women’s Languages
The Discourse and Pragmatic Functions of English and Japanese Fillers
A Comparison of Japanese and English Overlapping Talk: Why and Where Does It 
Occur?
Influence of Mary Wollstonecraft
The Meaning of the “Fall” in Edgar Allan Poe’s “The Fall of the House of Usher”
William Morris’ idea of Art and Labour
The Conflict of Science and Christianity in Modern Britain
Women’s Costumes and Independence in Victorian England
How Did Americans Introduce Japan in the Beginning of the Meiji Era?
William Morris and the Arts and Crafts Movement
The Similarity between Irish Folktales and Japanese Folktales: Similar Folktales, 
Similar Framework of Mind
The Concept of Marriage in Jane Austen
杉　田　真梨子
鈴 木 千 尋
関 谷 真 李
瀬 口 侑 加
瀬 村 美 帆
相 馬 未 幸
高 井 弥 南
髙　木　麻理恵
髙 田 依 里
髙 田 夏 実
高　野　萌久美





手 嶋 美 紀
鳥　取　さと子
冨 田 麻 智
鳥 羽 杏 奈





中 込 枝 里
中 山 亜 季
行　川　満里恵
西 岡 夏 海
西　澤　麻理子
能 登 香 織
野 本 茉 希
長谷川　友　香
羽 生 真 織
林　　　可奈子
林　　　真　琴
林 原 彩 子
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The Meaning of Marriage among Women in Britain Today
A Comparison of the Meaning of “Liberty” and “Freedom,” with the Japanese “ Jiyu”
Reality and Fantasy in Roald Dahl
Modernist and Postmodernist Elements in “Maria Concepcion” and “Flowering Judas”
The Study of Gay Speech in American English and Japanese
The British Tea Culture and Tea
The Use of “You Know” between the Men and Women on Friends
Flapping of the Phoneme /t/ in Standard American English
Gothic Revival Reconsidered: Focusing on the Palace of Westminster
The History of the Country House in Britain
The Influence and Meaning of Hamlet  in Japan
Fast-Food Eats Children: A Multi-Factor Analysis of the Negative Influence on Amer-
ican Society
An Analysis of the Style of President Obama’s Speeches
Christianity in Robinson Crusoe
The Meaning of the “Lost Generation” in Hemingway’s The Sun Also Rises
The Impact of the Beatles on British Society in the 1960s
Direct Refusals or Indirect Refusals ? : A Comparison of Refusals between Japanese 
and American English
A Study of Conflict Talk in English: Triggers and Content Shift
James I and the Supernatural in Macbeth
A Study of Characteristic of English Intonation Patterns Spoken by Native Japanese 
Speakers
The Life and Thoughts of Martin Luther King, Jr.
Reactions to Busing: Is It a Failure?
Fairies and Reality in Celtic Culture
U2 and Irish Identity
A Comparative Study of Metaphors for “Hope” and “Despair” in English and Japanese
The Reason Why Fair-Trade is Popular in Britain
British Music Culture of the 1990s: Pop Music and Politics
Madam Butterfly and Dragon Lady: The Creation of Sexual Images of Asian Women 
in Films
The Cultural Significance of London Zoo: Its Foundation and Development
The Male-Dominated Society and Shakespeare’s Women
A Study of Sound Symbolism Based on the Comparisons of Japanese Novels and 
Their English Translations
Differences between the East and the West in The Great Gatsby
The Impact of Miniskirts on English Women
W. B. Yeats and Irish Identity
The Last Night of the Proms and the Memory of the British Empire
Alice in Wonderland  and Walt Disney’s Films
比 嘉 瑠 実
東 村 聡 美
日　向　　　萌
吹　出　有季子
福 西 友 美
藤 本 千 晶
古　園　有紀奈
星 麻 里 菜
本　間　友利子
前 島 理 美
前　田　菜々子
前 田 若 葉
松　井　　　薫
松　田　絵理香
三 浦 智 恵
三　谷　那々子





矢 野 千 博
矢羽田　普　子
山 岸 千 夏
山　口　恵里佳
山 口 美 奈




横 内 裕 美
横 田 真 理
吉　竹　佳奈子
吉 田 智 香
吉 野 里 菜
渡 邊 由 佳
